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Bankers Don't Want You To See This .... So take a good look

Summary: 
A Republic must not weaken the protections we have against the authoritarian tendencies of
government. Most people would opt for the status quo unless ironclad guarantees are in place to
save what is good in the current system and add needed reforms that will enhance and improve our
freedoms, rights and democracy. Section 51 contains powerful tools that allow us to control money.
Don't let politicians kill off our ability to use them.
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Dumping our Constitution without a better alternative serves whose interests?

The Constitution of Australia has some elements that are a gift to this nation. Bill Shorten wants to
dump the people's constitution to facilitate the formation of a "politician's" republic ........ of the elite,
by the elite and for the elite.

Why are many pollies in both major parties so keen to do this? Mainly because in combination with
the High Court they have been operating unconstitutionally and illegally for decades. Many pollies
could be and should be turfed out. Recently we showed you that many of them are serving foreign
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interests - contravening the intent of Section 44.

Today we highlight the power our nation already has to manage the monetary system thanks to
Section 51 and the powers it has given us via our democratically elected government.

Folks - the con of the century is the way bankers have managed to gain control of the money supply.
There is a lot to this story but the key point is that bankers want you in debt. They want your
government in debt. They want your children and grandchildren in debt.

We have no need to be tied into the criminal banking cartel's usury based system that turns us into
debt slaves for the bulk of our lives while enabling foreign powers to steal our nation's wealth.

Our politicians and our governments have disrespected, undermined and ignored the protections
that our constitution provides. They want to form a Republic before their crimes are exposed and
they are held to account. They want to dump our constitution before we truly understand how much
of value it contains. You don't know what you got till it's gone folks.

BRN is all for careful and peaceful reform but it must be well thought out ... and it must enhance our
freedoms and rights ..... not tear them up. There is a reason Section 51 of our constitution is not
taught in schools or discussed in the mainstream media.

We can't win if we depend on Shorten or Turnbull. LNP or ALP .... the elite are in control. Only a mass
movement that forces whoever is in government to bring about genuine reform will do the job. BRN
is ready when you are. Visit our website - join up - contribute - and prepare for action. We can't do it
on our own .... we need manpower and resources. Are you in?

________________________________________________________________

Excerpt from Section 51 of the Australian Constitution

Section 51 - Legislative Powers of the Parliament

The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the

peace, order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to:
 
(iv) borrowing money on the public credit of the Commonwealth;

(xii) currency, coinage, and legal tender;

(xiii) banking, other than State banking; also State banking extending beyond the

limits of the State concerned, the incorporation of banks, and the issue of paper

money;

(xvi) bills of exchange and promissory notes;
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